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Updated with new material, The C Word is the incredibly moving, darkly humorous account of
one woman's fight against breast cancer. Now a BBC Drama starring Sheridan Smith. The last
thing Lisa Lynch had expected to put on her 'things to do before you're 30' list was beating
breast cancer, but them's the breaks. So with her life on hold, and her mind stuffed with
unspoken fears, questions and emotions, she turned to her computer and started blogging
about the frustrating, life-altering, sheer pain-in-the-arse inconvenience of getting breast cancer
at the age of 28.The C-Word is an unflinchingly honest and darkly humorous account of Lisa's
battle with The Bullshit, as she came to call it. From the good days when she could almost
pretend it wasn't happening, to the bad days, when she couldn't bear to wake up, Lisa's story is
emotional, heartbreaking and often hilarious. The C-Word will make you laugh and cry, and
ultimately reaffirm your faith in life.
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matter of time.A birthday wish.CopyrightAbout the BookThe last thing Lisa Lynch expected to
put on her ‘things to do before you’re 30’ list was beating breast cancer, but that’s life. So she
turned to her computer and started blogging about the frustrating, life-altering, sheer pain-in-the-
arse inconvenience of getting breast cancer at the age of 28.The C-Word is Lisa’s emotional,
unflinchingly honest and darkly humorous account of her battle with The Bullshit, as she came to
call it.About the AuthorLisa Lynch was a journalist and magazine editor. At the age of 28, while
editing her second interiors title, Lisa discovered a lump in her breast – a lump that spawned not
just cancer, but a blog (), this book and a writing career.Follow the blog atFor Cyril and JeanA
note from PeteI first met Lisa at work, and I recall asking her what she did. ‘I’m a sub editor,’ she
said enthusiastically. I probed her a little on what this involved and I came away enlightened. It
was, aside from family, music and writing, her number one passion. Whilst one person’s nirvana
might be a cocktail on a secluded Caribbean beach, Lisa’s was implementing a house style for
the magazine she worked on and making bad copy good (don’t get me wrong, she loved a good
holiday too, like).We had been happily married for a year when the C bomb was dropped into our
world and Lisa turned to one of her first loves. She wrote. When she first picked up her MacBook
and started writing what became her blog and later this book, she’d often turn to me and say,
‘Love, will you check this before I post it?’ I would (nervously) check it and then hand it back to
her with a knowing smile: there was never anything to spot – Lisa Lynch copy was always
thoroughly checked.You can imagine, then, what my initial reaction was when invited to write this
introduction. Must-ask-Lisa-what-to-do. It’s a course of action that has served me very well over
the years in more matters than I’d dare to admit and it’s one that I still stick to.By now, you’ll know
why I was invited to write this, and it never gets any easier to say: Lisa died very peacefully on
March 11, 2013. Since then, for me anyway, the world has seemed a lot less interesting. I posted
on her blog during the days following her death that her ‘light would never go out’ and that I think



is what sustains me and, I know, her family.You see, the thing is, she prepared us for this and
forever told us to carry on; to do the things we always did; to squeeze everything we can out of
life. That is precisely what we are doing because that’s what she did. I suggest you do the same,
but before you do, please please read her story because it will inspire you along the
way.PeterAugust, 2014IntroductionOn my lengthy ‘Things To Do Before I’m Thirty’ list (see
Northern Lights, get pregnant, write book, lose stone, own Christian Louboutins), I hadn’t
factored in beating breast cancer. But them’s the breaks.The ball-ache was less about having to
add such a hefty task to my list than it was about the sheer bloody inconvenience of it taking
precious time out of my late twenties. I had lots of very serious business to attend to, thank you
very much, like shopping sprees and Wonderbra-wearing and romantic weekends away and
getting drunk over dinner with mates (not that that’d help on the losing-a-stone front, mind). But
while I had to concede that The Bullshit (as I’ve come to refer to it) would have to come first for a
while, I was determined to get the good times back, and not allow it to take away anything more
than my hair. (And let’s be honest, that was pissing on my chips quite enough.)I’ve always
worked on the assumption that, whatever it is, it’s better to know about it. (The truth may hurt, but
it’s always preferable to know when your skirt is tucked into your knickers, right?) Nor have I ever
been one for keeping my mouth shut. So I started a blog, Alright Tit, on which I kept a journal of
my cancer experience. And writing while fighting is a strategy that’s worked – not only have my
friends and family been kept informed on all the stuff they’d never hear from Kylie (or Brave Kylie,
to give her her full name), but it’s also been a cathartic method of keeping me out of the
therapist’s chair (for the most part).I’m not pretending to be the only twenty-something in the
world who’s had a breast cancer diagnosis. I’m just probably the one with the biggest gob. But
everyone needs a strategy, and mine has been to write my way through The Bullshit (and come
out the other side walking taller in a fabulous pair of Louboutins).*Carrie Bradshaw fell in Dior, I
fell in Debenhams. It was May 2008, and it was spectacular. Uncomfortable heels + slippy floor +
head turned by a cocktail dress = thwack. Arms stretched overhead, teeth cracking on floor tiles,
chest and knees breaking the fall, legs flailing about like a midtantrum toddler. It was theatrical,
exaggerated, a perfect 6.0. And it was Significant Moment #1 in discovering that I had grade-
three breast cancer.Significant Moment #2 came a month later, when my husband and I were
play-fighting. On the outside, we’re a professional London-based couple with mortgage
protection, a cafetiere and one eye on our Air Miles. Behind closed doors, we draw on one
another’s foreheads, have noisy Beatles-album sing-offs and tickle each other until we can’t
breathe for laughing. Attempting to fight back while slowly losing each of my nerve endings and
trying to hang onto a full bladder, I thought I’d buy myself some time by adding ‘and remember
I’m still in pain from my fall’ to the ‘I’m a girl, go easy on me’ card I’d already played. But when
you’re married to The Most Competitive Man In The World, such pathetic excuses mean nothing,
and he went in for the kill by holding my arms behind my back and reaching for my Debenhams-
bruised left boob. When P called time on our scrap because the playful boob-grab had hurt me
more than it ought to, and he’d copped a feel of more than his usual handful, I knew something



was wrong. (P never gives up first.) And that was precisely the moment at which the fun stopped,
and my cancer journey began.Actually, that’s an odd choice of words, since I loathe the term
‘journey’ when applied to cancer. Journey implies a pleasant trip to the seaside, a magical
mystery tour or an epiphany during some life-changing experience. Cancer isn’t a journey.
Cancer is a nuclear bomb dropped in the centre of your lovely world – in this case with sod all
warning. There’s nothing liberating or celebratory or enlightening about it.Being diagnosed with
cancer is like being told you’ve got twenty minutes to revise for an A level in a language you’ve
never learned. (Parlez-vous chemo?) You walk into your appointment assuming your cramming
days are behind you, and come out blinded by need-to-know, baffling terminology that’s as
unfamiliar as a snowman to a Fijian. The literature is all so delicately written; packed with
noncommittal information (‘you might find …’, ‘there’s a possibility that …’, ‘you may discover …’,
‘if you feel …’), and a sugary, hey-it’s-really-not-so-bad attitude, like a flimsy net curtain
attempting to disguise a bloody great elephant.I don’t want to be told that losing my hair will give
me extra time in bed in the morning where I’d otherwise have been blow-drying, or that buying a
range of wigs will give me the chance to try out different personalities in the bedroom (both of
which I read in an ‘uplifting compilation of quotes’ from breast cancer survivors). Nor do I want to
give anyone else that impression. It’s irresponsible and, frankly, it’s complete crap – even before
I’d experienced any of the things the contributors were talking about, I knew that wasn’t how it
was going to be. I’d have given up all the lie-ins in the world to keep my lovely locks. And not only
do chemo drugs tend to starve you of a sex life, but breast cancer treatment hardly does
wonders for your body image either. (I don’t recall ever seeing a twenty-something lass with a
bald head and missing boob on FHM’s ‘100 Sexiest Women’ list.)So stuff the clichéd, just-not-
fucking-funny cancer quips (‘think of all the money/time/effort you’ll save on mascara/your hair/
shaving your legs’), the saccharine, truth-masking ‘information’ sheets and the earnest, life-
improving self-help books. It’s time someone told it how it really is.And that’s precisely what I’ve
done.CHAPTER 1An apologyJune 2008From a lack of decent conversation and a tendency to
curiosity, my first (unsuitable) boyfriend and I fell into a routine of rarely speaking and instead
used each other for experimentation. It didn’t always feel good and wasn’t always done right, but
we were fifteen and fed up and keen to impress our mates. One over-enthusiastic afternoon in
an otherwise empty house, I somehow ended up with a hurt right nipple. How? God knows. But
the subsequent few weeks were experimentation-free, while the boob-scab healed and my
unsuitable boyfriend found someone else to experiment with.Thirteen years on, and I still silently
blame this episode for my right boob being my least favourite. Not by a long chalk, mind – I’ve
always been happy with my lot boobs-wise, and reckon that the few people who’ve seen them
have been bloody lucky to do so – but we all play favourites, right? (Or left?)And so today, I’d like
to make an apology to my right breast. First off, for calling it a ‘breast’ just then. ‘Breast’ is just
one of those words that I inexplicably hate, hence the inverted commas.But mostly, I’d like to
apologise to my right boob (ah, infinitely better) for always preferring the left, when that’s the one
that’s gone and got cancer.Is it too late to switch sides?*‘Another G&T, Lis?’Me and my mates



had met up for a swift half (translation: three hours’ worth of booze on an empty stomach)
outside our favourite London pub. It was that glorious, once-a-year evening when the weather
was finally good enough to swap leggings and boots for bare legs and open-toed wedges, and I
was feeling good. I was wearing my first summer dress of the season, had covered my pins in
suspiciously gravy-like fake tan and had just styled my newly grown-out fringe into the kind of
sweeping side parting that makes you feel like Jessica Rabbit (but actually makes you look like
you’ve only got one eye).‘Better not,’ I answered to a jury of baffled looks. ‘Seriously. I’m at the
doctors in the morning. I’ve got a cyst that’s giving me gyp in my tit, here.’ For some reason I
pointed to the offending boob; one too many G&Ts insisting that I give my friends a biology
lesson. Nobody seemed the least bit concerned. I wasn’t either. Because a lump in your tit at my
age is obviously a cyst, right? And anyway, I was much more perturbed that my early
appointment was putting paid to me pushing on till last orders. ‘Let’s catch up when I’m back
from my hols, eh? When I’ve got a real tan to show off,’ I said, kicking out a streaky orange leg
and slinging my bag over my shoulder while zigzagging my way to the nearest available taxi.The
concern didn’t even stretch to my GP. ‘Yep, I’m sure it’s a cyst,’ she said. ‘It’ll have disappeared by
the time you’re back from your holiday.’P and I had spent months planning our trip: first to LA to
visit Ant, one of my best mates, and then on to Mexico for some serious Corona-drinking, sun-
worshipping, nacho-scoffing relaxation. Secretly, we both assumed it would also be where we
struck pregnancy gold. (Following two miscarriages in six months, baby-making was fast
becoming an obsessive pursuit.) So neither of us was prepared to let a pesky, pain-in-the-arse
(nay, boob) cyst ruin our sun-filled shagging schedule.But one week of uncomfortable bikini-
wearing and batting P’s hand away from my left boob later, and the lump had begun to worry me.
It was hardening, painful to the touch and, frankly, ruining the line of my spaghetti-strap summer
dresses. I mentioned it to Ant.‘Can you move it about?’ she asked as we ate our fro-yo on Venice
Boardwalk. I slipped my hand beneath my top and poked the lump, figuring that with Muscle
Beach directly opposite, nobody would notice a pale Brit fondling her left tit.‘Um, yeah, I guess
so,’ I said, wondering whether too much prodding might cause the lump to explode like a
shampoo bottle at high altitude.‘Then it’ll be a cyst,’ she assured me. ‘Have it checked out again
when you get back and I bet they can even remove it there and then.’And so I did, albeit not
immediately. For while we were in Mexico, we received the news I’d been dreading ever since my
beloved Nan died the year before: Grandad had joined her. It’s particularly strange getting that
kind of call on a balcony overlooking the ocean in the blistering morning sun. Your folks explain
what’s happened, then eventually run out of stuff to say, forcing normal conversation with ‘are
you having a nice time?’ and ‘what’s the weather like?’, neither of which you know how to
answer. I wanted to come home immediately, but nobody was having it. There were only a few
days left until we were heading back anyway and, as this was something we’d all been expecting
for months, there was nothing in particular I could have done. And so I sobbed in the sunshine
until I got back on home soil, where I sobbed in the drizzle instead. With a funeral to arrange and
attend, and a thousand brilliant stories of Grandad’s days as Derbyshire’s grumpiest cricket



umpire (The Grumpire) to tell, the cyst would have to wait. Not that I was worrying about it any
longer anyway. If bad luck had been on the way, losing Grandad was surely it.A week after his
funeral, I finally got around to getting my lump looked at once more. I headed back to see my GP,
forcefully suggesting that if it wasn’t a cyst, it must instead be the early signs of pregnancy.
(Having twice been knocked up, I knew that the hormones would shoot straight to my bust.) ‘You
might be right,’ she said, rubbing her fit-to-burst baby bump. ‘But I’m going to send you for a
needle biopsy anyway, just in case.’Everything froze. Either I’d suddenly found myself in an
episode of Heroes, with Hiro Nakamura-style powers of time-stopping, or my GP has just used
the word ‘biopsy’.‘Sorry, um … biopsy?’ I stuttered, still sitting bra-less and bolt-upright on the
bed. She gestured to me to get dressed, assuring me that it was nothing to lose sleep about,
given my age (twenty-eight) and zero family history of breast cancer. Even the eight-week NHS
wait for the needle biopsy (standard for ‘low-risk’ cases) didn’t concern her. But, adding mention
of the word ‘biopsy’ to my tendency to procrastinate my way to insomnia after as little as a late-
night episode of 24, an eight-week wait seemed like a millennia, and I asked for a referral to a
private specialist. Eight weeks shrank to forty-eight hours.P had come with me to my second GP
appointment – perhaps more for an early finish from work than out of any serious concern – and
we took our chance to enjoy the late-afternoon sun as London’s commuters made their way
home. Supping our lager shandies on a bench outside our local pub, we faked nonchalance as
best we could, making light of the biopsy that weekend. Once a year, P has to work Saturdays
and this, of course, was it. ‘No bother,’ I said, ‘It’ll just be a quick in-and-out with a needle. They
can’t shed any light on it then anyway.’I called my folks when P went in for another pint. ‘So she’s
sending me for a needle biopsy on Saturday,’ I recounted breezily, to uncharacteristic
silence.‘Right,’ said Mum, eventually. ‘Um, okay. I see. Right. How are you getting there?’‘Well,
I’ve got the car because P’s at work so I’ll just drive myself round,’ I said, sensing the worry in her
voice but thinking little of it, given that Mum has a tendency to fret in much the same way if I
mention that I’m crossing the road, getting on the night bus or meeting a friend for a drink.Dad
was in the background, butting in. ‘Tell her we’ll come down tomorrow night. Tell her we can be
there in the morning if she needs us.’ Mum reiterated his words.‘No, it’s fine,’ I insisted. ‘Stop
worrying.’I told P how Mum had sounded. ‘Your mum’s a worrier by nature,’ he said. ‘Look at you;
you’re fine. Everything’s going to be fine.’As it happened, that Saturday was far from fine, but not
necessarily because of the biopsy. The morning had begun with one of the only two rows P and I
ever have (the other being our regular Paul v John Battle of The Beatles): he’d rolled in narnared
at 3 a.m. – which wouldn’t have been a problem had he not told me he’d be home by 11.30 and
dropped his BlackBerry in a urinal – and I’d started an already twitchy day by giving him the
hairdryer treatment for leaving me fretting like a nervy mother at midnight on her teenage son’s
first night out on the town. He headed out to work, a furious flea ringing in his ear, and I drove to
the hospital, more than a little pissed off.In the tiny consultation room, I was met with the now-
standard reassuring words – again citing my age and lack of family history – as the smartly
dressed consultant sunk a needle into my boob. He wrote his number on a business card. ‘I’m



sure I can get the results by as early as Tuesday,’ he told me. ‘Give my secretary a call and she’ll
squeeze you in that afternoon.’ And, jolt as it was that I’d have answers so soon, I figured it was
better than two months’ worth of crankiness and nail-biting.As I drove home, I thought about the
following week’s unusually busy schedule at the branded content agency in which I was an
editor – client meeting all day on Monday, press deadline on Tuesday – and for once found
myself grateful to have so much to occupy my time. A noise distracted me from my thought.
Clack-clack-clack. ‘What the …?’ I said, as I noticed the driver behind me gesturing wildly,
making downward-pointing motions with his index finger. ‘What’s your problem, dude?’ I
snapped into my rear-view mirror, speeding up a bit down the hill that leads to my street.The
noise continued. Clack-clack-clack. I made it back to the flat and, climbing out of the car as I
jerked the handbrake, spotted the flat tyre. ‘Bollocks,’ I spat, a little too loudly for my quiet
suburban street, and headed into the flat to ditch my bag and call P. As his phone rang, I went
back out to the car to survey the damage, angrily slamming the front door behind me. Another
expletive echoed around my neighbourhood. ‘Tiiits!’ My keys were still in my handbag. The kid
next door stuck his head over the fence and grinned, mischievously impressed by my swearing. I
left a few more on P’s answerphone, and couldn’t help but wonder if this was the universe’s
wicked way of forecasting a shitstorm.Each busy at work over the following couple of days, P
and I did our best to keep ourselves occupied at home, too, avoiding talking about the obvious
by going out for dinner on the Monday night with Mum, who was staying over prior to a
conference in London. Whenever conversation turned to the following day, the three of us would
robotically recite the consultant’s reassurances like some sort of panic-avoiding mantra.‘So I’m
going to have to shoot off a bit early tomorrow,’ I’d told my boss earlier that day. ‘I had a biopsy on
a lump in my boob at the weekend and I’m getting the results.’She looked up from the sink as we
washed our hands in the toilets of our client’s office. ‘But it won’t be anything to worry about,
surely?’I scrunched up my face and gave a little shake of the head. ‘Probably a cyst,’ I said. ‘I’ll
be back in to check proofs on Wednesday morning.’I wasn’t.‘We’re running a bit behind, but we’ll
do your mammogram as soon as the room’s free,’ said the nurse, crouching in front of us and
resting her hand on my knee.‘She just touched my leg,’ I whispered to P. ‘I’ve never met her.
What’s all that about?’Even the waiting room was confusing to me. I didn’t even realise I was
scheduled for a mammogram. P brushed off my suspicion. ‘She’s probably just a touchy-feely
person; some nurses are like that,’ he said unconvincingly, getting back to his BlackBerry while
still gripping my left hand.An hour passed. People who came in long after us were being seen
almost immediately. I avoided asking the receptionist what was going on and instead opted for
tutting loudly and craning my neck to see how often the door to the mammogram room was
opening. Eventually, another nurse appeared from that end of the corridor. She handed me a
gown and led me through the door, all the while gushing with compliments about my scuffed, red
shoes. ‘They’re take-you-anywhere shoes, those,’ she said, as I stood before the six-foot-high
machine and she adjusted a flat, metal plate for me to rest my boob on.‘I guess so,’ I said, more
concerned about the second plate closing down above my bust.‘It’s going to squeeze a bit, but



it’s only for a few seconds,’ she explained as I sucked in sharp intakes of breath to stop myself
from crying at the sight – and pain – of my tit being flattened like a piece of Play-Doh. ‘I could do
with some shoes like that,’ she continued. ‘The kind that’ll take you to work and then the pub
afterwards and not leave you with blisters. And red’s such a versatile colour.’ The machine
whirred back to its resting position.‘Something’s up here,’ I thought. ‘Nobody gets that excited
about £12 cork wedges.’ And suddenly the other nurse’s knee-touch made sense. I was being
primed for a cancer diagnosis.Pulling my sequined star-motif T-shirt back on, the nurse led P
and me into my specialist’s room, still impossibly chirpy and complimentary and high-pitched.
There was a scan of my boobs on a wall-hung light box. I was amazed at how quickly it had got
there; it reminded me of the time I broke my wrist at Rollerworld as a kid, and how exciting I
found it at the hospital, looking at my X-rays, being put in plaster and pinning an ‘I’ve been to
casualty’ badge to my sling. But, from the sombre look on the faces of my specialist and the
nurse beside him, P and I could tell that my days of exciting hospital appointments had come to
a whiplash-inducing halt.From behind his imposing desk, my specialist pointed to a cloudy area
on the scan, saying sentences I can’t recall that could only point to one conclusion. I heard the
words ‘breast cancer’. The rest was white noise.Talk about post-holiday blues. My tan has never
faded so fast.CHAPTER 2Reality bites‘It’s probably just a cyst.’‘I’m sure it will be completely
benign.’‘If it turns out the cancer is invasive.’‘In case you require chemotherapy.’‘In the unlikely
event that the CT scan shows cancer in other organs …’Yadda yadda yadda. Will someone give
me a straight answer, for fuck’s sake?Forgive my bleak outlook, but right now I’m struggling to
hunt down the humour that fools everyone else into thinking I’m handling all this. Today, I’m not
handling anything. All I can see at the moment is the fact that cancer kills. And before you start,
don’t go telling me that time is on my side, that breast cancer is really curable these days, that
I’m a fighter … I’m well aware of all those things, thank you very much. And I also know that if you
were in my patent pumps, you’d be looking at the bleakest outcome too.*‘I don’t understand
what they told me,’ I said to P as we walked from the hospital to the car park. ‘I can’t take it in.’ I
was on autopilot. P too. God knows how he managed to drive us home.‘They told us the news,’
he said. (At this early stage, none of us could bring ourselves to say the word ‘cancer’, which is
how its replacement, ‘The Bullshit’, came about – the He Who Must Not Be Named to cancer’s
Voldemort.) ‘And then they said that they’d need to determine whether it’s invasive or non-
invasive. Non-invasive is better – you might get away without chemotherapy then – but if it’s
invasive, you’re going to need chemotherapy and radiotherapy as soon as your mastectomy is
out of the way.’ I couldn’t get my head around the multi-syllable medical vocab I was suddenly
having to learn.‘And that’s really necessary, is it, the mastectomy?’ I spat, as though it were P
who’d decided that it must be done.‘It is, babe,’ he said, ignoring my barbed tone. ‘They’ll give
you the date for that when we go back in on Friday for the results of your core biopsy.’The core
biopsy was a bitch. Before having it, but right after getting ‘the news’, I’d been led out of the room
by the professor and nurse who broke it to me and handed a cup of tea. I’d say that both P and I
were in tears, but in fact we were doing that kind of crying that comes without tears. Startled



crying. Confused crying. Frozen-to-your-core, terrified crying. The kind of crying that sends your
body into such paralysing, world-stopping shock that your tear ducts can’t function, so you just
sniff and wail and tremble, like an actor who can’t produce the good stuff on cue.P stared at his
BlackBerry. ‘Shit,’ he said, looking up at me with yet another level of terror in his eyes. ‘Your mum
and dad. I’ve missed a ton of calls.’ Fuck. Mum and Dad. How was I going to tell them? As we sat
in the hospital, Mum would have been on the train back from a day-long London conference to
my hometown of Derby, where Dad would soon be driving to the local station to pick her up.
We’d been in the hospital for almost four hours. They’d both been calling the entire time. And
since I always – always – make time to speak to my folks every day, whether from airport
runways, drunken karaoke sessions or mud-soaked Glastonbury fields, the fact that they’d not
been able to get hold of me could only mean one thing.‘We can’t call Mum while she’s on the
train,’ I said to P, subtly suggesting with a ‘we’ that it wasn’t a given that I would be making the
call. ‘We’ll have to speak to Dad.’ And so we did. No – P did.Another nurse appeared to take me
for my core biopsy, and P nodded as I was led away. ‘I’ll do it now,’ he said, in a show of selfless
courage that was to become typical of his behaviour throughout The Bullshit. I don’t know what
was said in that phone call. I don’t ever want to know what was said in that phone call.Feeling
helplessly guilty that my stupid, stupid body was soon to break the hearts of my dad, mum and
brilliant kid brother Jamie, just as it had my husband before them, I headed into the small, dark
room, sat on the bed and stripped to the waist, still snivelling and shaking and stupefied. The
nurse explained how the core biopsy was going to work, but of course I wasn’t listening, and so it
came as an excruciating shock when what can only be described as an apple corer shot into my
bust, pulling with it a sample of the tumour that was threatening to ruin my life, and leaving me
bruised and swollen. All the while I stared, moist-eyed, at a watercolour painting on the opposite
wall. To this day, I loathe watercolours.‘Did you call him?’ I asked P as I walked back into the
waiting room, though I could tell from his grey pallor that he had. I retched at the thought of P’s
words bringing my dad – my brilliant Dad; the one person in the world I most want to be like –
such woe with the news that no parent can prepare themselves for. ‘You need to call him,’ P
replied solemnly as we walked out of the clinic, bidding the professor and his nurse a purposeful
goodbye as we left. (A cancer diagnosis, I’ve discovered, tends to enhance Britishness –
pleasantries, talk of the weather, cups of tea … as though in a crisis, politeness is all we have
left.)It’s funny what your brain forgets. More than ‘everything’s going to be okay’, I can’t
remember what I told my dad on the phone as P and I drove home from the hospital. Nor can I
remember what I told Mum when I later spoke to her. Nor the reactions of my closest friends,
who were on the receiving end of the same kind of phone call. Not even the words of my boss,
who I called at home that night.I recently asked my family what they remember of that day,
expecting to hear meticulous, blow-by-blow stories of exactly what was said, what the weather
was like and what song was on the radio. But not even they can recount any details. Mum
remembers little more than ‘a feeling of absolute terror’. Dad remembers his head being
‘scrambled’ and trying to hold it together while talking to P, but breaking down as soon as he



ended the call. Jamie assumed that Mum must have been wrong when she said ‘it’s cancer’, but
abruptly thought ‘fuck me, it’s real’ when he saw Dad in tears two steps behind. And P? Well, P
was with me. And short of disbelief, confusion and a sudden inability to swallow, his recollection
is as sketchy as mine.It’s by no means a perfect account of those bleak few hours – certainly not
enough for a Crimewatch reconstruction, say, or a Match of the Day highlights package – but
those snatched film stills, those tiny moments in time, are what remain on the editing-room floor.
It’s as though our minds have wiped it all like a hard drive we’d hoped to protect; as though what
was stored is of no use to us; as though we’re better off without it. And I’m grateful. I want to be
protected from that stuff, from those painful moments that punctuated the beginning of The
Bullshit. The phone calls, the conversations, the moment I first saw my parents after they’d
thrown what they could into a case, dropping off keys and terrible news with Jamie, before
heading down to London as quickly as the speed cameras of the M40 would allow
them.Something neither my brain – nor my hard drive – has wiped, however, was the
embarrassingly cop-out, multi-recipient email I sent to the friends I hadn’t told in a phone
call.Subject: Well here I am to stuff up your Wednesday morning.Hi everyoneFirst off, please
forgive the group mailer. I won’t beat about the bush here as this is a difficult enough email to
send, so here’s the thing: I have breast cancer. We’re hoping it’s only early stages and while it’s
very unusual to get it at my age, I’m told that’s actually going to help me in getting over it. I had a
core biopsy yesterday which will determine whether the cancer is invasive or non-invasive (we’re
gunning for the latter), and that in turn will determine my course of treatment. Either way, after
Friday they’ll get straight round to it treatment-wise and it’ll be easier all round (she says, naively)
because we can be practical about it all, rather than emotional (and to be honest, I can’t be
dealing with the emotional side of it). So that’s my news. Sorry to those of you who I’m suddenly
back in touch with thanks to this bullshit, and I promise I’ll keep you all posted as much as I can.
Now for fuck’s sake, someone tell an inappropriate joke or something.Lis xxxI can’t help but
shake my head and snigger patronisingly at that email. The ill-prepared, misinformed, simplified,
cancer’s-messing-with-the-wrong-girl tone makes me cringe. I was stupidly ignorant. But what
did I know? At that moment, I’d hoped my cancer was early stages, noninvasive and treatable
with little more than a mastectomy. My follow-up appointment that Friday revealed a different
story.With Mum and Dad staying at the flat, we somehow filled the two days before my
appointment with the strangest of time-occupying tasks: sizing up mini TVs in Dixons so they’d
have something to watch in the box room that was to become their second home; choosing a
mattress topper in Ikea to make the sofabed more comfortable; pyjama-buying in Marks &
Spencer because Mum insisted my mismatched rock t-shirt and shorts combos weren’t suitable
for a five-day stay in hospital. It’s very typical of my family, this kind of behaviour – met with a
crisis, we immediately turn to the practicalities. We’d say it’s a Midlands thing, but maybe it’s
typical of most families? Yes, there’s been a cancer diagnosis, but there’s still laundry to do,
mugs to wash, weeds to pull up and Coronation Street to watch. These simple, seemingly inane,
minute-passers are what I and my family do best. (Run out of hot water, forget the matchday



parking ticket, or churn up the lawn with an enthusiastic summertime kickabout, however, and
it’s meltdown time.) It was our way of making things better, of striving for an indifference to the
pain. We couldn’t change the fact that I had cancer, but we could ensure that we had everything
in place to make this as smooth a ride as possible, whether it be new pillows or extra teabags or
limescale remover for the shower screen.The problem with that tactic, however, is that you can
fill up your days with pointless activities as much as you like, but the emotion’s going to have to
come out at some point, and so the rest of those sombre, surreal forty-eight hours was filled with
the kind of agonising and wretched heartbreak that makes you unable to speak or eat or stop
yourself from crying noisily in the middle of a busy M&S café. Then sadness turns to anger. Mum
shouted at a changing room attendant for not allowing us both into the same cubicle. I erupted
into a tantrum when the spotty pyjamas she’d brought me to try on made me ‘look like an ill
person’. Dad got frustrated with the instruction manuals of the various gadgets he’d bought to
keep me occupied in hospital. All we each longed for was something – anything – to blame, but
shop staff, pyjamas and iPod speakers fell disappointingly short of the mark, and rage morphed
back into frustrated, confused despair.Why we thought shopping was a good idea, I’ll never
know. Even at the best of times, we’re not a family who shops well together. For us, the therapy in
‘retail therapy’ is about as exciting a prospect as the therapy in ‘chemotherapy’. Mum is famously
short-tempered. Dad is famously uninterested. And I’m famously impatient with their short
temper and disinterest. But I guess that in such an otherwise bewildering time, shopping
represented something normal. And all we each wanted more than anything else was to enforce
some normality on the situation, even though everything happening around us was anything
but.We’d get back to the flat after our shopping missions and I’d immediately disappear under
my duvet fully clothed, lasting little more than twenty minutes before realising that, actually, I
needed company, whether or not I made the most of it. Not that we ever made the most of each
other’s company when we weren’t out on pointless shopping trips. We rarely did more than sit
and stare at each other – me on the sofa, Dad in the armchair, Mum on the ottoman in the bay
window – with baffled tears running down our cheeks until P came home from work, and he
joined in too.But even being surrounded by my favourite people in the world felt hopelessly
lonely, because nobody knew what it was like to be stuck in my tortured mind and my useless
body – nor was I keen to tell them. I needed an escape. Some people confide in a therapist, but I
didn’t have one. Some people go to confession, but I’d never been to church. Some people talk
to their cats, but I wasn’t an animal person. If this had been anything other than cancer – a
problem with work, say, or a relationship issue – I’d have instinctively spoken to my family and
friends about it. But not only was I completely SICK of talking about cancer after mere days of it
being in my stratosphere, but its arrival had given each of my confidantes enough of a shock
already, and adding my bleak thoughts to that horrible reality wouldn’t have made them or me
feel any better. And so my mind was close to capacity with unspoken thoughts and fears and
questions and worries and emotions and frustrations, which I had no idea how or where to
download.Until Thursday afternoon, when an email I was writing somehow turned into more of a



narrative, and it became clear that I’d turned to my Mac for comfort. (It would never have
happened on a PC.) And forgive me for offering such a wanky explanation, but writing about the
frustrating, life-altering, sheer bloody pain-in-the-arse place in which I found myself seemed the
natural thing to do. I wasn’t consciously keeping a diary; I wasn’t even consciously starting a blog
– but with more thoughts swimming around my head than I could hold on to, I needed to put
them somewhere, and my keyboard offered an easy solution.I momentarily flattered myself that I
could become the Carrie Bradshaw of breast cancer – all long mousy hair, cross-legged on a
bed, dreaming of shoes and baring all to a MacBook. But then reality called, and I looked up to
find myself not in a couture-filled Upper East Side apartment, but a bargain-crammed flat in
Wandsworth. And as much as I might have convinced myself that White Company pyjama
bottoms are the height of sophistication, I doubt they could make quite the same style statement
as a pink tutu.And so I passed the time until the following Friday’s consultation by writing my
cancer-column. ‘Whatever it is,’ I assured everyone before the appointment, ‘it’s better to know
about it. Then we can get back to being practical instead of working ourselves up by guessing.’P
and I introduced my folks to the professor and nurse who we’d seen the previous Tuesday.‘Oh, it
is good that you’ve got your parents around you,’ said the nurse as she shook my dad’s hand.
‘Long may it continue,’ she added enigmatically, as my mum clocked her meaning. ‘I’m sorry to
keep you waiting, Lisa,’ she said, turning to me, ‘but Prof wants to see the easy ones first; he’d
like to spend a bit more time with you.’I turned to P, then to my folks, as the nurse walked away.
Dad later told me that the look on my face will haunt him for the rest of his life. ‘Well, that’s it,
then,’ I grunted, defeated. ‘She’s preparing me for the worst.’ Nobody disagreed. We all knew
that I was about to hear the word ‘invasive’.That wasn’t all P and I heard. Back in his office, the
professor pointed with his rollerball to a diagram of a breast that reminded me of a GCSE
Biology paper. He explained that my five-centimetre – five centimetre! – tumour wasn’t just
invasive, that it was not, in fact, early stages at all, but likely to be grade two or three, depending
on whether he discovered a spread to my lymph nodes during my mastectomy.‘How many
grades are there?’ I asked, a cancer novice desperate to learn more.‘Four,’ said the nurse.‘Shit,’ I
exhaled, quickly apologising for the expletive I’d let slip. I pulled my chair forward and rested both
forearms on the professor’s desk, my hands flat out on the dark oak, meaning business. ‘What I
can’t understand,’ I asserted, oddly cold and businesslike, ‘is how I didn’t find this sooner. How
neither of us found this sooner,’ I continued, gesturing to P. ‘I mean, it’s five centimetres!’The
professor drew more shapes on the breast diagram to demonstrate how the tumour had been
growing immediately beneath my nipple, and had only begun to push out to the side – the side
where P and I discovered it – as it had grown.Mum couldn’t hide her disbelief either. ‘How didn’t
anybody pick this up?’ she shrieked at the nurse, accusatorily. ‘How can it be a cyst one moment
and a huge, invasive tumour the next?’ I was mortified.‘Let me fetch you all some tea and I’ll
answer your questions,’ said the nurse. It was clearly not the first time she’d been in such a
situation.‘I just think it’s appalling that nobody picked this up!’ Mum yelled, getting louder and
redder with every word. Dad was in pieces, clearly having the same angry thoughts but



physically unable to verbalise them due to the wails that were choking him. P’s head was held in
his quivering hands as he stared at the patch of carpet that was soaking up his grief-stricken
tears. And all of this was my doing. It was my body, my breast, my cancer that had sent my mum
insanely livid, my dad deranged with distress and my husband into funereal melancholy. They
were reacting as though I’d died, and yet there I sat, party to this tragic scene. I looked from Dad
to Mum to P from Dad to P, to Mum. This was all too much. I was suffocating. I couldn’t handle
it.‘That’s IT!’ I screamed, propelling myself out of my plastic chair and kicking it back with my
heel in one furious motion. ‘I can’t do this. I. CANT. DO. THIS!’ They almost looked as surprised
to see me there as they were at the sound of my outcry and the sight of me towering above them
all, my bellowing words adding imposing inches to my 5 foot 7 frame. ‘You have GOT to stop it.
The lot of you! I know how hard this is – it’s fucking IMPOSSIBLE – but I CANNOT HANDLE
seeing you all like this.’ (I figured now was as good a time as any to start saying ‘fuck’ in front of
my parents.) ‘I just CAN’T DEAL with this kind of emotion. So you can carry on being like you are
and I’ll deal with all of this on my own, or you can pack it in and do it with me. Because I CAN do
this on my own, you know,’ I continued haughtily, in what I knew even then was a massive fib. ‘I
can do it on my own and get through it all just fine, thank you, but what I CAN’T do is handle your
emotion as well as my own, okay? OKAY? So what’s it going to be?’The nurse chose this
moment to walk back into the room with tea and tissues. She looked pretty shell-shocked
herself. Either she’d heard what was going on in there – hell, I’m sure most of Central London
heard what was going on in there – or she was completely thrown by the stupefied silence that
had descended on the room, thanks to my unexpected kick-ass outburst.‘Would you like me to
explain everything again?’ she asked my folks, who nodded calmly in agreement like two
toddlers on the naughty step. This was for their benefit more than mine, although the nurse
purposefully turned to me during the part about chemotherapy; the part that finished ‘… and you
will lose your hair’.I looked at Mum, crestfallen. She knew what I was thinking.‘I won’t be able to
go to Jamie’s wedding,’ I said. Jamie and Leanne’s big day was four months away – slap-bang in
the middle of my likely chemotherapy schedule.‘Of course you will,’ said the nurse. ‘You’ll be able
to wear a lovely long wig or a pretty headscarf and you’ll look amazing.’I ignored her assurances.
I couldn’t possibly turn up to such an important occasion in a wig. Wigs are for fancy dress, not
weddings. And a headscarf? Don’t be so bloody ridiculous. Who did she think I was, a fortune-
teller? As she continued her recap of my diagnosis, my mind took a mental snapshot of the four
of us beside the beautiful bride and the proud groom – Mum, Dad and P in their finery and then,
standing awkwardly beside them, a balding, bloated George Dawes lookalike in a cocktail dress,
ruining the photographs of my brother’s happiest day for ever more.CHAPTER 3Let me get this
off my chestPeople keep telling me that I needn’t keep ‘being brave’ and that I ‘don’t have to feel
positive all the time’ (get ‘brave’ and ‘positive’ on my Most Hated list IMMEDIATELY). They say
that whenever I want to let it all out or get really angry or have a good cry, I can talk to them. And
it’s good of them to say so.But let me say this for the record: I am not consciously being anything.
I will never want to have a good cry or rant or whinge. Those things happen spontaneously:



trying on pyjamas in Marks & Spencer, watering the garden, stirring my tea, blowing out a candle
before I go to bed. At the moment, every reaction is spontaneous (hence a poor teenage shop
assistant getting both barrels in Dixons recently).In fact, this is the first fucking time in my whole
life when I’ve stopped giving a shit about how I’m being, the way I’m acting or how I’m coming
across to other people. Again: I am not trying to be anything, I’m just getting on with it.None of
these words, today or any other day, are for your benefit. I’m not ‘being brave’ to make you feel
better. Repeat: I. Am. Not. Being. Brave. You needn’t be concerned about how I’m coping. There
is no ‘how’ here. I’m just coping. There’s no good or bad way to do it. You’d cope too.*‘Let’s get
something to eat before we go home,’ I said to P and my folks as we left the hospital, still the
reluctant flag-waving leader on our guided tour of cancer. After my chair-kicking outburst, they
knew better than to suggest otherwise, and followed me in dazed single-file to the nearest
restaurant, like unsteady newborn ducks being led to water by their plucky mother. We each
pulled up a stool in The World’s Worst Tapas Restaurant, throwing our bags and a rainforest’s
worth of breast cancer information leaflets onto the table. I hoped their presence would go some
way to explaining our stunned, miserable, red-eyed faces to our concerned-looking waiter.We’re
an annoyingly polite family at the best of times – only ordering starters once it’s been
ascertained that everybody wants one, filling DVD rental trips with the kind of no-you-choose
routine that makes the process of selecting a movie longer than the film itself – but that day more
than ever it was impossible to ascertain what anyone wanted to eat, so floored were we by the
further details of my diagnosis. I took the reins again, hurriedly ordering nondescript plates of
bravas, croquettas and tortilla, in an attempt both to get everyone sufficiently fed and to quickly
shoo away our increasingly confused waiter.Our roles, I realised, had reversed: suddenly I was
the parent, taking care of my lost-looking, infantile brood; dishing out the don’t-worrys and it’ll-be-
okays that I hoped would comfort them. Dad later admitted that he feared I was becoming our
family’s matriarch at such a young age. And, notoriously bossy as I am, it wasn’t a position I was
interested in. Almost as soon as the words ‘breast cancer’ had entered our world, it felt as if
everyone was suddenly looking to me for strength and guidance and cues on how to act or what
to say. And half of me felt pleased that they did; but the other half felt like a clueless, desperate
child. What made anyone think that at twenty-eight – twenty-eight! – I was any better equipped
than them to deal with this? Why was I suddenly the ringleader? I was the child. I was the one in
trouble. I was the one in need of help. How could I scream my parents into submission one
minute and expect them to wipe away my tears the next? Nothing, nothing, not a single fucking
thing about this was fair, and I wanted to wail and scream and throw a noisy, fist-banging fit on
the restaurant floor. But just as having to keep it together for everyone I loved wasn’t fair, it was
simultaneously the only thing I could bring myself to do.When our crapas eventually arrived, I
encouraged P, Mum and Dad to eat something, using their fork-pushing as an excuse to ignore
my own food and instead make a list of the people I needed to keep informed. Jamie was first,
then my mate Tills.‘Perhaps I ought to tell J,’ said Mum.‘No, this is for me to do,’ I snapped, in the
manner of a haughty headmistress. ‘In fact, I’m doing it right now,’ I insisted, grabbing my phone



from the table as though it were a clipboard from which I was about to read the school register. I
stood watching P and my folks stare at their plates from the opposite side of the road as I called
Jamie, picking at the flaking paint on some iron railings as his phone rang.‘Mate, it’s me … it’s
invasive,’ I revealed, wishing as soon as I’d said it that I’d found a better way to break the
news.‘Fuck,’ came the instant reply. ‘Shit, sis … fuck. What are they going to do?’I recounted the
routine like a shopping list. ‘Well, first I’m seeing a fertility expert to see whether I can get any
eggs frozen before chemotherapy shoots the lot of them to shit. Then this Friday I’m having a
mastectomy and once I’ve recovered from that there’ll be a few months of chemo.’ The phone
line crackled with sniffs and mumbled expletives, but I continued with my cancer-catalogue. ‘And
then there’ll be some radiotherapy and finally some hormone therapy, but to be honest I’m not
really sure what that means.’Jamie composed himself. ‘And all of that is going to work, right?’ I
could sense the panic in his voice and it frightened the hell out of me.‘It’d fucking bett … yes,
mate, of course it’s going to work,’ I corrected myself, choosing then and there to keep my
doubts to myself. ‘They’re all really positive, J,’ I said, finally finding a more sensitive tone. ‘I’m
young enough and tough enough to be able to handle this, y’know, and they’re throwing
everything they’ve got at it.’I glanced back over to the restaurant window, trying to lip-read what
P, Mum and Dad were saying to each other. I assumed this was a tapas-sized taster of what was
to come: being talked about whenever I was absent, but continually unaware of what was being
said.‘Will you be okay, dude?’ I asked Jamie.‘Of course I’ll be okay, you nobhead,’ he replied, as I
welcomed the relief of someone finally lightening the tone. ‘I just want you to be, sis.’My call to
Tills went a similar way. I came clean about my tumour and recited the treatment shopping list.
She gasped in all the right places and said ‘fuck’ a lot. Tills had clearly been steeling herself to
hear the worst, and immediately switched into super-practical mode, deciding who she would
tell on my behalf and how she could clear her diary for any time I might need her. She was
brilliantly frank, and I was instantly grateful.‘I can’t be doing with tears right now, Tills,’ I
said.‘Which is why you won’t be getting any from me,’ she replied. ‘In fact, it’s your duty to tell
people to shut the fuck up whenever you want to. You’ve got to do this your way and it’s not going
to help if people are blubbering around you.’I told her how I’d screamed my family into silence at
the hospital, and she congratulated my efforts. ‘That’s my girl,’ she said. ‘You kick some ass.’It
seemed that there’d been some similar ass-kicking in the restaurant – though I’m still not sure by
whom. By the time I’d made my calls and returned to my stool, P and my folks were sitting
upright and feigning smiles, having apparently decided that straightforward and practical was
their best tactic from here on in.‘We’ve been talking,’ said Dad, ‘and if you two want any time on
your own, just say the word and we’ll piss off back up the motorway.’‘That’s more like it,’ I thought
to myself. Dad saying ‘piss’ and Jamie calling me a nobhead was exactly the kind of discourse I
was after. Yes, this was The Worst News In The History Of The World, and yes, it was
heartbreaking and upsetting and frightening and going to take one hell of a joint effort to get
through, but there wasn’t a hope of any of us getting through it if there wasn’t even a sniff of light-
heartedness about the situation.‘Yeah. I think maybe you’d better piss off.’ I winked at Dad,



turning to P for his consent. (As if he’d have disagreed. I’m sure if I’d have played Veruca Salt and
asked for a pony and an MX5 and a Mulberry handbag he’d have let me get away with it.)We
paid our bill, piled into the car and headed back to the flat, making further lists of who to tell and
how, each of our phones chirping a chorus of text-message beeps on the way. But as everyone
else kept to their secret pact of staying practical and helpful and upbeat, our roles began to shift
again, and I became the needy, petulant child to their calm, considered guardians. Bottom lip
protruding, I stared out of the window at the backpacked tourists wandering along Baker Street,
seeking out other girls my age. ‘Why wasn’t it you?’ I thought as we passed a happy-looking
twenty-something, arm in arm with her equally – and nauseatingly – happy-looking boyfriend.
‘Why haven’t you got this?’
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Ebook Library Reader, “The C-Word - A brilliant book. To quote Stephen Fry: "I don't think she'd
mind me calling her the web's top cancer bitch"This is not a fictional story, it is a real story
containing real people, those of an intelligent nature might have guessed this already. So why
then should anyone read a story about a person they do not know, and her experience with
breast cancer. Surely there is enough misery on the news and life in general. So why spend
money and time on reading a book that can't do anything but foul up your mood ? Well I could
possibly mention that it is an important issue, and making people aware of it makes this book a
worthwhile effort.And I would not be wrong (in my own opinion) however this suggest that you
should read the book much in the same manner that teachers told you that reading.. well
anything educational at age 12, as a chore to be done rather than enjoyed. That would be
wrong.This book tells a serious story, what makes it a good read (and trust me it is) is the people
in it; and in how they and the transpiring events are described, detailed and obsessed about.
This is as much or even more a story about people rather than breast cancer; it merely being the
reason for this story to be told. Well not quite. But it is as accurate a description as I can
manage.So get yourself a cup of tea (or Gin & Tonic) and some biscuits and read about Lisa and
how she felt as nervous as Pete Doherty in a customs bust when visiting the hairdresser(one of
the many passages that made me snort/laugh/spurt-liquid-through-my-nose), and her chase to
get herself a pair of louboutins and join her in the epic stuggle choosing between wig or
headscarf.Or the fantastic Mr. P. concocted what I only can imagine to be an epic pot of chili
when faced with dull taste buds, and many many others.In conclusion, read this book.. it will be
well worth it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The world lost a beautiful soul when the author passed away. Well
written. The world lost a beautiful soul when the author passed away.”

HARRY, “Five Stars. excellent funny and moving story.”

G. Murphy, “Don't read it in bed-you will NOT be able to put it down!. I suspect I came to this
book like many others-via Lisa Lynch's fantastic blog, Alright Tit [...] Finding the blog was one of
those fortuitous moments. I was flicking around Twitter and noticed that Stephen Fry had just
posted something about tits. This was unusual to say the least. What was even more intriguing
was that he was referring to a blog and to someone he described as "the web's top cancer
bitch". Mr Fry is rarely wrong and he was certainly right about the blog and the girl. I was
immediately hooked on the blog and became a Twitter follower. I felt angry when she felt angry,
howled with laughter at some of the entries and coveted Louboutins just about as much. I was
thrilled to hear there was a book in the pipeline but stalled on buying because I was moving to
Canada.I have just finished it and it was everything I had hoped for and more. Lisa's style is
conversational and makes for an extremely easy read. It's like sitting down on the sofa having a



chat over a cup of tea. It's heartbreaking, gruelling at times, honest (sometimes graphically so)
and also incredibly funny. She doesn't indulge in self-pity but does describe the real feelings of
anger and depression that are surely inevitable for anyone diagnosed with cancer, but rarely
spoken aloud in public. The things that are striking, however, are her wit and humour as well as
her huge ability-both as a writer and a survivor.Despite the serious and emotional subject
matter, it manages to an engaging tone thoughout and is almost impossible to put down. I would
strongly recommend giving this to anyone you know who has been diagnosed with breast
cancer and think it should be in the library of every medical office/doctor's surgery/hospital
ward.  Read a pamphlet or read the book?  I know what I'd choose~”

Julie Haigh, “An excellent memoir.. It's difficult to say I enjoyed reading this as it's about such a
terrible disease. But, somehow this lady injected so much personality and fun into her writing.
Even though the reader knows before starting the book that Lisa lost her life to cancer it is often
an uplifting read. Her voice will keep alive with this excellent memoir.”

C. Angel, “Brilliant, Funny, and Heartrending. I've been following Lisa Lynch's blog for awhile and
have been already given a glimpse into her life dealing with the C-Word. A glimpse is one
thing...having her life completely opened up to you is something different completely.The C-
Word is a brutally honest account of Lisa's life starting from when she first discovered that tell
tale lump in her left breast. The book doesn't talk about her life much before that event because,
really, what relevance does it have? Cancer is a life altering event. Lisa shares every thought that
plagued her that time, every moment of doubt and fear, every morbid joke that was cracked, and
every bit of hope that shone through.Within the turning of a page this book has brought me to
tears and then had me shaking with laughter. Lisa holds nothing back in her writing and presents
to us an emotional and gripping read.Of all the biographies I have read of a 28 yr old woman
discovering cancer in her left breast, this is easily the best.I heartily recommend it to everyone.”

Lm Kniveton, “Love the C Word. I've read the blog since it's conception and loved it, the book is
every bit as good as the blog: funny, uplifting, desperately sad and brilliantly written. Lisa is a
true inspiration and a brilliantly courrageous lady. I've told all my friends to read this amazing
book and really hope she writes another”

lei-lei, “well written. Lisa explains the crazy emotional things that go thru your mind when dealing
with this disease so well i feel like im reading my own story. I have my family reading it to help
them understand what my mind is going thru.”

Boingboing, “Plenty of well-written words about the C-Word. I read a lot of books about cancer
and this is one that stands out for the quality and clarity of the writing. Lisa Lynch knew where to
put an apostrophe and how to tell a story- and she should have as that was her profession. It's
lovely to read something written by a writer who happened to get cancer, rather than a cancer



patient who happened to want to force out a book.Like many readers I had seen Sheridan Smith
in the TV adaptation and in some ways that did spoil the book a bit. I couldn't read it without
hearing HER voice or imagining HER as the protagonist which I think is a bit of a shame as Lisa
got a bit lost behind the excellent actress who played her role.If you can't deal with doom and
gloom, don't worry. The TV adaptation went a couple of years beyond the book so this isn't a
book that ends in death and disaster - though it seems some readers quit on the assumption
that it would.It's mentioned - but never explained - that Lynch had one of the BRCA genes that
made her chances worse than they would be for those people who lack that gene defect. I wish
this had been mentioned more as it might have reassured those without the gene. I'd advise that
the book is probably very useful to a patient facing chemo and radiotherapy or their family and
friends as Lynch's account is quite graphic and detailed and it's not so easy to find an honest
account of what those patients might expect to face.You'll finish this book wishing you knew Lisa
Lynch - or if you're not into swearing and smut (I am) you might want to wash her mouth out but
you'll still learn things along the way.”

Norma Reid, “Coping with Cancer. My husband died last year at age 57 of Bone Cancer after a
14 month battle from diagnosis to chemo, operations and radiotherapy so it was good to hear
Lisa's thoughts on her feelings and her husbands because unless you've been there you can
only imagine. Your life is just not real from the diagnisis and Lisa just hit it on the head for me. I
found it interesting because we felt exactly the same and it's good to know what you felt was
normal for this disease . I often worried what my husband really thought as he was always so
positive and wouldn't want to worry me . From reading this book I admire my husband even more
for putting up with the horrendous side effects yet still fitting in a game of golf or bowls between
each treatment cycle . He was certainly not exaggerating the symptoms . He like Lisa was so
determined to beat it .Well done Lisa for sharing her thoughts. Her family will have been so
proud of her.”

Jane Mann, “Just read it.. This book should be on prescription for anyone having been recently
diagnosed with cancer. It made me laugh, it made me cry and it made me think. True, as others
have said, there is quite a bit of 'bad' language but it pulls no punches and does not coat the
treatment she went through with sugar. I had watched the television programme just before I
read the book and Sheridan Smiths portrayal of Lisa Lynch was great but this book really
hammered the message home. Cancer is awful and chemotherapy and radiotherapy are no
picnic and she doesn't hesitate to say so. Sadly for Lisa, she didn't survive but she has given
hope to others not to give up. Don't let cancer beat you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Absolutely brilliant!. I'm a huge Sheridan Smith fan and had been waiting
for ages for The C Word to be Televised and that's what inspired me to buy the book.This is
Lisa's story of being diagnosed with stage III breast cancer at the ripe old age of 28. She



decided to start writing a blog when she was diagnosed so that she could offload all that she
was thinking and feeling. Lisa had a phenomenal talent for writing, her tales were honest,
engaging, sad yet above all, funny. I never expected to read a book about Breast Cancer and to
be laughing out loud. It sounds as though Lisa had a fantastic family, an absolutely top husband
and an amazing group of friends. Sadly, Lisa's cancer went on and spread to her bones and
brain and she finally passed away in early 2013. This is one of the most inspiring, well written
books I think I've ever read.”

VMJ, “Wonderful. What a book. I'm a bit lost for words to express my admiration for the fantastic
Mrs Lynch. Nothing can really describe this brave (sorry Lisa), marvellous woman and her
attitude to what is possibly the most devastating news one could receive.Her indefatigable
sense of humour is woven into every page of this funny, honest, heart-rending and uplifting book.
The fact that Lisa writes so well is an added bonus.I honestly believe that the world is a slightly
less sparkly place without her”

The book by Lisa Lynch has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 618 people have provided feedback.
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